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	Cartoon Cool: How to Draw New Retro-Style Characters, 9780823005871 (0823005879), Watson-Guptill, 2005
Love that Sponge Bob?  Always lurking in Dexter’s lab?  Wishing for Fairly Odd Parents?  Millions of fans watch these shows avidly, often solely for their zingy, stylized look and hip visual jokes.  Now there’s a drawing book just right for everyone who admires that quirky style: Cartoon Cool.  Top-selling author Christopher Hart shows beginning cartoonists, retro fans, and all other hipsters how to get that almost-1950s look in their drawings.  His trademark step-by-step drawings and crystal-clear text are sure to make Saturday mornings more creative!
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Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic ApproachIGI Global, 2002
While implementing IS and IT in support of their business strategies, companies are looking for ways to bridge the gap between their competitive position and technological investment, including ways to use this investment to the advantage of the organization.  Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic Approach faces this challenge by...

		

Adoptive Immunotherapy: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	An authoritative collection of optimal techniques for producing and characterizing the immunologically active cells and effector molecules now gaining wide use in the clinical treatment of patients. Taking advantage of the latest technologies, the authors present readily reproducible experimental protocols for the study of dendritic cells, T...


		

The CSS Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
A practical guide on CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) for professionals and novices, that can be used both as a tutorial and read cover-to-cover or as a handy and practical reference book to common problems, solutions and effects. The 2nd edition is now full-color throughout and is completely updated and revised with the latest tips & tricks. ...




	

Weight Training For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2006
When the first edition of Weight Training For Dummies was published, lifting weights was on the verge of becoming a mainstream phenomenon. Women, Baby Boomers, seniors — all these groups were starting to get the message: Hoisting hunks of iron benefits everyone, not just bodybuilders with shoulders wider than the wingspan of a DC-10.
...

		

Mobile Satellite Communications: Principles and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Demand for Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) is on the increase, with a huge surge of interest in mobile communications in recent years and high-paced advancements in the supporting system architectures, devices and applications. This thoroughly revised and updated book provides a comprehensive guide to the MSS technologies and emerging trends....


		

Pa-Kua: Chinese Boxing for Fitness & Self-DefenseNorth Atlantic Books, 2003

	Originally published in 1967, Pa-Kua was the West’s first look into the esoteric Chinese martial arts. It has been a valued and sought after text ever since. It was put out of print in the 1970s, but since that time interest in the martial arts have continued to skyrocket. Pa-Kua gives an introduction to the little known...
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